We report new measurements of the production cross sections of pairs of charged pions and kaons as a function of their fractional energies using various fractional-energy definitions. Two different fractional-energy definitions were used and compared to the conventional fractional-energy definition reported previously. The new variables aim at either identifying dihadron cross sections in terms of single-hadron fragmentation functions, or to provide a means of characterizing the transverse momentum created in the fragmentation process. The results were obtained applying the updated initial-state radiation correction used in other recent Belle publications on light-hadron production cross sections. In addition, production cross sections of single charged pions, kaons, and protons were also updated using this initial-state radiation correction. The cross sections are obtained from a 558 fb −1 data sample collected at the Υ(4S) resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e + e − collider.
We report new measurements of the production cross sections of pairs of charged pions and kaons as a function of their fractional energies using various fractional-energy definitions. Two different fractional-energy definitions were used and compared to the conventional fractional-energy definition reported previously. The new variables aim at either identifying dihadron cross sections in terms of single-hadron fragmentation functions, or to provide a means of characterizing the transverse momentum created in the fragmentation process. The results were obtained applying the updated initial-state radiation correction used in other recent Belle publications on light-hadron production cross sections. In addition, production cross sections of single charged pions, kaons, and protons were also updated using this initial-state radiation correction. The cross sections are obtained from a 558 fb −1 data sample collected at the Υ(4S) resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e + e − collider.
The hadronization of highly energetic partons into final-state hadrons is often parameterized in terms of fragmentation functions. They are nonperturbative objects that at present cannot be calculated from first principles in the theory of the strong interaction, quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Factorization proofs, when applicable, allow one to extract fragmentation functions from experimental data of various high-energy processes [1] , such as lepton-nucleon scattering, hadronhadron collision, or electron-positron annihilation. In turn they can then be used to study in more detail the partonic flavor and spin structure of the nucleon. Fragmentation functions are generally parameterized in terms of the initial parton flavor, detected hadron type, the energy or momentum fraction the detected hadron carries relative to the initial parton, as well as variables sensitive to parton spin or transverse momentum relative to the parton momentum direction. The clean initial state of the electron-positron annihilation process serves as the ideal tool to study fragmentation although the sensitivity to the parton flavor is limited. Detecting more than one hadron in the final state can partially overcome this limitation.
In the initial Belle publication [2] , the dihadron cross sections in electron-positron annihilation, e + e − → h 1 h 2 X, were measured as a function of the fractional energies z i = 2E h,i / √ s of the two hadrons in various topologies. Here, √ s is the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy and E h,i the c.m. energy of hadron i. Theorists brought to our attention two different fractional energy or momentum definitions: one that facilitates the interpretation of cross sections for pairs of nearly back-toback hadrons in terms of single-hadron fragmentation functions [3] , the other serves to highlight the transverse momentum produced in the fragmentation process [4] . Moreover, in these alternative definitions, no additional thrust or hemisphere requirements are explicitly necessary since their definitions take the selection of backto-back hadrons originating from two different partons into account directly via scalar products between the two hadron four-momenta. This feature in turn allows the interpretation of the cross sections even at higher orders of the strong coupling, which might not be possible in the conventional definition. The first alternative definition is in fact the oldest definition overall, already suggested in Ref. [3] . The fractional energy of the first hadron is the same as the nominal definition, written in terms of four-vectors for hadrons P i and the virtual photon q as
where q · q = s is the squared four-momentum of the virtual photon. The fractional-energy definition for the second hadron differs in that it includes scalar products of the two hadron four-momenta:
It thus has a maximal contribution where the two hadrons are back-to-back and small values when the hadrons are found within the same hemisphere. This set of fractional momenta will be referred to as the AEMP [3] definition in the following.
The other alternative fractional-energy definition is in part similar to the AEMP definition, but puts more stress on the masses of the hadrons, M h1/2 , and is motived to assess the transverse-momentum dependence of singlehadron fragmentation functions in the two-hadron system:
and vice versa for z 2 when interchanging the indices of the first and second hadron. This definition will be referred to as the Mulders-VanHulse, or MVH [4] , definition throughout this publication.
Both fractional-energy definitions will be compared to the conventional definition. They are similar to the conventional definition in that they can be seen as the fraction of the initial parton energy that a hadron carries. However, while the conventional and AEMP definitions are typical scaling variables limited to values between zero and one, the MVH fractional energy can exceed these limits, especially when the two hadrons are in the same hemisphere. For nearly back-to-back hadron pairs they are expected to behave similarly [4] , however, the distributions are expected to be shifted to lower z due to the presence of non-zero transverse momentum.
In addition to reporting these three fractional-energy definitions, all cross section measurements in this publication use an updated version of the initial-state radiation (ISR) correction. Unlike the previous publication [2] for the dihadron fractional-energy dependence, an ISR correction is used that enables the direct applicability in global fits. This updated ISR correction is also applied to the previously published [2, 5] single pion, kaon, and proton cross sections e + e − → hX as a function of z, where the fractional energy is given by z = 2E h / √ s. For the dihadron cross sections, also the ordering by hemisphere was removed, combining all hadron pair permutations of the same physics content, such as π + π − and π − π + . Furthermore, all systematic uncertainties are now separated into components that are correlated over kinematic bins and those that ar uncorrelated.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section I the updated correction procedure will be discussed and consequently applied to obtain the updated single-hadron cross sections. In Section II the same update is performed also for the dihadron cross sections together with the combination of permutations. In Section III the dihadron cross sections are compared to the new fractional-energy definitions before a summary concludes this publication. 
I. UPDATE OF SINGLE-HADRON CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
The analysis in this publication closely follows all steps mentioned in Ref. [2] . To recall that analysis, it is briefly described here. A total data set of 558 fb −1 collected with the Belle detector at the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy of √ s = 10.58 GeV was used. Based on various detector components, charged tracks are initially identified as pions, kaons, protons, as well as electrons and muons. Hadron yields are then calculated in bins of fractional energy z for each hadron. 36 equidistant bins between 0.1 and 1.0 are initially populated for pions, kaons, and protons in the single-hadron analysis. All yields are corrected for particle misidentification. Backgrounds from Υ(4S) decays, τ pair production, and two-photon processes are removed as detailed in previous publications [2, 6] . Taking into account that the initial yields were extracted in the barrel part of the detector, acceptance and reconstruction efficiencies are corrected for as the next step of the analysis. The variation of the acceptance effects based on several fragmentation tunes in pythia [7] are assigned as systematic uncertainties. Weak decays are removed based on Monte Carlo (MC) information in the next step. Due to different preferences by global fitting groups, both cross sections, with and without weak decays, will be provided in the Supplemental Material [8]. The last step in the correction chain is the ISR correction. This correction is the main difference to the previous publications [2, 5] and is therefore explained in more detail in the following.
A. Updated ISR correction
The previously published cross sections of Refs. [2, 5] utilized an ISR correction that was ultimately not quite as usable to the global fitters. It uses an arbitrary value for the actual c.m. energy of the quark-antiquark system, based on MC, and keeps only the event fraction above that value. In the previous publications an energy above 99.5% of the nominal c.m. energy was selected. The problem with this selection is that global fitters need to implement a similar selection in order to use these data. In contrast, the updated ISR correction should be directly applicable. The single-hadron cross sections as a function of z using the updated ISR correction approach are presented here in order to provide more practical input for global analyses. The ISR correction is obtained by calculating the ratios of MC cross sections without ISR over those with ISR included in the simulation (corresponding to the setting MSTP(11) to be zero or one in pythia). These ISR ratios are shown in Fig. 1 for single hadrons, where various pythia MC tunes are shown for comparison. The explicit differences in the pythia settings are tabulated in the Supplemental Material [8] . The variation due to these different tunes is assigned as a systematic uncertainty around the Belle tune; however, unlike the case for previous measurements [6, 9] , where large effects occur in the tails of the distributions of hadron mass or transverse momenta, the overall effect here is only about 10% around unity and the variations between tunes are even smaller. One can see that at small fractional energies the yields are larger when including ISR, while at higher fractional energies ISR effects reduce the phase space and the ratios exceed unity. Generally, also the variations between tunes increase with higher fractional energies.
B. Systematics and results
Unlike the previous fractional-energy dependent singlehadron measurement [2, 5] , systematic uncertainties are now separated into correlated and uncorrelated uncertainties. The uncorrelated uncertainties are generally related to the statistical uncertainties in the MC samples used to extract each correction, while the correlated uncertainties correspond to the variation of correction methods or MC tunes that affect all fractional-energy bins in a similar way. The correlated and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties are provided separately in the Supplemental Material where all correlated uncertainties and all uncorrelated uncertainties are added in quadrature. All single-hadron results are dominated by systematic uncertainties. These, in turn, are mostly dominated by the correlated systematic uncertainties from the tune variations in ISR, acceptance, and weak decay corrections at intermediate to high z. The uncertainties from these three corrections have been assigned together. Correlated uncertainties due to the non-qq background are especially larger at low fractional energies for all hadron types. PID uncertainties are also large at low z, and they are the dominant source of correlated systematics at large z for both kaons and protons. At very high z, for kaons and protons, and at low z, the uncorrelated uncertainties are also sizable.
The single-hadron cross sections using the updated ISR correction are presented in Fig. 2 . As the current ISR corrections are close to unity, the resulting cross sections are higher than the previously published ones [2] . Previously, only about 60% of the events were kept since the rest had a c.m. energy of the quark-antiquark system reduced by more than 0.5% from the nominal c.m. energy. The general ordering of the pion, kaon, and proton cross sections does not change with this update. Pions are the lightest hadrons and are most abundant, especially at low z. At higher z the shapes of pions and kaons are similar, which may be due to the favored fragmentation contribution (u, d → π and s → K) or that the differences in quark and hadron masses are relevant only at smaller values of z. We hope that these new measurements will be taken up for the next round of updates of the various fragmentation-function fitting groups [10] [11] [12] [13] . With the separation of systematic uncertainties in correlated and uncorrelated contributions, the significance of these results will be increased.
II. UPDATE OF DIHADRON CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
In the dihadron analysis, 16 equidistant fractionalenergy bins each between 0.2 and 1.0 are chosen for all six particle-charge combinations of pions and kaons, where we combine the charge-conjugate combinations, and each fractional-energy definition. In the case of the dihadron analysis, the yields are also classified as to whether the hadrons are in the same or opposite hemisphere in addition to any topology, where the hemispheres are defined by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. Also a minimum thrust value T > 0.8 was required for hemisphereseparated dihadrons. The event-shape variable thrust is calculated by maximizing the sum over all reconstructed charged particles and neutral clusters in an event by
wheren defines the thrust axis and also the hemispheres. The analysis follows the same correction steps mentioned in the previous publication and mostly the ISR correction is performed differently to the measurement it supersedes [2] . Also, here the ratios between MC yields with ISR switched off and on are taken as the basis for the ISR correction, while the variation of these ratios based on various MC tunes is taken as a correlated systematic uncertainty. The corresponding ISR ratios are displayed in Fig. 3 for π + π − pairs without hemisphere restriction. As can be seen, in this case the correction factors are again moderate. For dihadrons in the same hemisphere, the corrections become larger at the kinematic edges where the different boosts for ISR events migrate pairs from opposite hemispheres into the same hemisphere. The variations between tunes, assigned as systematic uncertainties, are moderate for opposite-hemisphere and anyhemisphere dihadrons, while they get larger when the ratios themselves increase for same-hemisphere dihadrons in the tails of the distributions. In general, the inclusion of the pythia-tune dependence of ISR and acceptance corrections leads to increased systematics compared to the previous results, albeit the impact of those being partially weakened by their correlation between z bins.
In contrast to the results in the previous dihadron publication, the hadron permutations with same physics content, as well as the arbitrary ordering into first and second particle, have been combined after they have been confirmed to be consistent with each other. The final relative uncertainty budgets are shown in Fig. 4 for opposite-sign pion pairs without hemisphere restriction for the nominal fractional-energy definitions. As is the case for single hadrons, the dihadron measurements are systematics dominated. Correlated systematic uncertainties are predominantly larger than the uncorrelated uncertainties, except for very high fractional energies where both correlated and uncorrelated systematics become of similar size. The three largest contributions in the systematic uncertainties originate in the uncertainties in acceptance, weak decay and ISR corrections due to different MC tunes. These three sources of uncertainty are correlated among themselves and have therefore been evaluated as combined tune-dependence systematics. At lower z the uncertainties due to the non-qq backgrounds are the largest, while at large z systematics due to PID corrections are sizable, especially for pairs involving kaons.
The updated results for the dihadron cross sections as a function of the fractional energies are presented in Figs. 5 to 7 including charge-conjugate final states. Figure 5 displays the differential cross sections for dihadrons in the same hemisphere. As previously noted, both hadrons likely emerged from the same initial parton and as such, the sum of their fractional energies is bounded by unity. Same-sign pairs of any hadron type are generally more suppressed than opposite-sign pairs. Pions are generally slightly favored over kaons, and same-sign kaons are strongly suppressed. In the latter case strangeness has to be generated in the fragmentation process, while single kaons can originate from the initial strange or charmed partons.
When looking at dihadrons in opposite hemispheres, as shown in Fig. 6 , pion pairs as well as pion-kaon combinations all have similar cross sections at small fractional energies and only at higher fractional energies opposite-sign pion pairs start to dominate. Similarly, opposite-sign kaon pairs, while suppressed at small fractional energies, have the second-highest cross sections at large fractional energies and opposite-sign pion-kaon combinations are of comparable magnitude. It is interesting to note that in opposite hemispheres, same-sign pion-kaon pairs in the conventional definitions exceed the opposite sign pairs when both of the fractional energies are not too large. This behavior can be traced to charm decays producing more same-sign pion-kaon pairs. When weak decays are removed, the opposite pion-kaon pairs are again larger.
The cross sections without hemisphere restriction follow the opposite-hemisphere dihadrons at higher z where only those can contribute via single-hadron fragmentation. At lower fractional energies the cross sections increase due to the contributions from same-hemisphere dihadrons.
III. COMPARISON OF FRACTIONAL-ENERGY/MOMENTUM DEFINITIONS
The two alternative fractional-energy definitions have been analyzed in the same way, following the same correction steps and using also a binning of 16 fractionalenergy/momentum bins between 0.2 and 1.0. Generally, the behavior in all correction steps is quite similar for opposite-hemisphere and any-hemisphere dihadrons. For same-hemisphere dihadrons, hardly any events get selected in the first place due to the fact that the scalar products produce fractional energies below the minimum bin boundaries. This is consistent with the focus of these variables on nearly back-to-back geometries. Consequently, explicit same-hemisphere dihadrons are no longer considered for these fractional-energy definitions and only opposite-hemisphere and any-hemisphere dihadron combinations will be discussed. The overall corrections, as well as the resulting systematic uncertainties for the two other fractional-energy definitions, are again similar to those using the conventional definitions. In all cases the systematic uncertainties dominate over the statistical uncertainties and the same correction steps (predominantly ISR and acceptance corrections) provide the largest contributions to the systematic uncertainty budget. When comparing the different fractional-energy definitions for opposite-hemisphere dihadrons in Fig. 8 , one sees that the cross sections are quite similar although both alternative definitions are slightly smaller. As the AEMP definitions are not symmetric, with the first hadron definition the same as the conventional definition and only the second hadron containing the dot-product, one can see that at high z 1 the cross sections for both definitions are very similar for all z 2 , while at low z 1 , they are quite different for basically any z 2 , and even more so at high z 2 . The cross sections using the MVH definitions follow those of the AEMP definitions at small fractional energies, but are overall smaller and stay substantially smaller for higher z 1 and only approach the other definitions when both fractional energies become large. This is the expected behavior as the effect of nonzero transverse momentum would shift the fractional energies toward lower values, and only at the highest fractional energies the phase space for transverse momentum vanishes. In Fig. 9 , dihadron cross sections without hemisphere assignment are compared. Due to the scalar product between the two hadron momenta in the alternative definitions, there is hardly any difference between opposite-hemisphere cross sections and those not relying on a hemisphere assignment. The contributions from same-hemisphere dihadrons stick out at low fractional en-ergies for the conventional definitions, which would appear below the fractional energies limit imposed here for the alternative definitions.
For pion-kaon pairs (see Supplement Material), the addition of the actual hadron masses in the MVH definition results in a further suppression of the cross sections when z 1 is small and at moderate to larger values of z 2 . Otherwise, the qualitative behavior is the same as for pions, where eventually at high fractional energies all definitions become comparable.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, the single-hadron cross sections for charged pions, kaons, and protons, as well as the dihadron cross sections for pairs of charged pions and/or kaons in electron-positron annihilation were presented. In contrast to the previous publication of these cross sections [2] , an updated ISR correction procedure was applied and systematic uncertainties were separated into uncorrelated and correlated contributions. These new results supersede the previous ones and should be used henceforth in global fits. Additionally, the dihadron cross sections for two alternative fractional-energy definitions were extracted. They behave similarly to those 6 . Differential cross sections for π + π − (black circles), π + π + (blue squares), π + K − (green triangles), π + K + (magenta triangles), K + K − (red circles), and K + K + (purple squares) and their charge-conjugate states, as a function of z2 in bins of z1 using the conventional fractional-energy definitions for dihadrons in opposite hemispheres and using a thrust selection of T > 0.8. The error boxes represent the systematic, and the error bars statistical, uncertainties.
of the conventional definitions for opposite-hemisphere dihadrons at high fractional energies but allow a more direct single-hadron fragmentation interpretation even without hemisphere assignments.
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